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B.: I say, l’ve never understood why [psychiatrists
take degrees in medicine.

D.: What ought they to take degrees in, then?

B.: In law, of course: All a matter of talk! The
more they talk, the more highly they are con-
sidered. And the first thing they tell you is
that they don’t work miracles--when a miracle’s
just what is wanted: But they now that the-more
they say they are not miracle-workers, the more
folk believe in their seriousness.

Pirandello, Henry IV
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--Does an involuntary patient have a right to adequate

treatment?
--When is a patient competent to participate in decisions

regarding his therapy, particularly psychosurgery, electro-

shock therapy, and drug treatment? What is informed.

consent?
--Should mental illness be a defense to criminal respon-

sibility?

2 Psy...choanalysis and Jurisprudence This is a look

at law from a psychoanalytical point of view. Our laws reflect

an image of man--his nature, motivations, limitations, and

possibilities. Psychoanalysis has ried to discover and des-

cribe the nature of man (it may indeed be the most complete

picture of ourselves ’:e have yet developed), and thus should

be of considerable use in solving some kinds of legal problems.
--What are the chief elements of the psychoanalytic picture?

--What are the assumptions about men that our laws reflect,
and how do they fare next to the findings of psychoana-

lysis?

--Does the development of law, for example, .presuppose an

id--which would destroy men and their institutions in

the absence of external controls? What is the relation-
’ship between our internal mechanisms of control and

external controls?

--If psychoanalysis itself is not a proper source of moral

values, can it still help us discover discrepancies between

existing legal rules and acknowledged values

--Is psychoanalysis a science or even a complete picture?

3. PsYChoanalys.i..s.and If your answer to the last

question was’ no or maybe, you will share my interest in alter-

native theories of man. Through the years a number of leading

psychoanalysts lve explored other theories, and .using their

work as a starting poin one can begin to set psychoanalys+/-s +/-n

its proper context--as a single point of view among many others,



including behaviorism, shmanism, and buddhism.

--What are the ch+/-ef elements of these alternative pictures

of man? Mow do they view the unconscious, dreams,
knowledge?

--What are heir -.o,Ae:s 01 Hpy, illss and cure?

How do these c0ntas Wih Fe eonepts 0f psychoanalysis?

--What are their n0tioh’ 6 iility for one’s own

well-being and th@ W@llbi 0f 0.s?
--Can the m@Zh04S W@ V@ l@@d in-uing psyChoanaly-

sis and jUispd@@ B f:6i @-d t0 other pic-

tures of man?
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